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Introduction
The problem of the stability of functional equations started in  by S. M. Ulam []
when he proposed the question ‘Let G be a group and let G be a metric group with the
metric d. Given ε > , does there exist a δ >  such that if f :G →G satisﬁes the inequality
d(f (xy), f (x)f (y)) < δ for all x, y ∈ G, then there exists a homomorphism H :G → G with
d(f (x),H(x)) < ε for all x ∈ G?’ In the following year, the answer of this question for the
case of a mapping f between Banach spaces E and E satisfying ‖f (x+ y) – f (x) – f (y)‖ ≤ ε
for all x, y ∈ E and for some ε >  was attested by D. H. Hyers []. It was shown that for
each x ∈ E, the additive mapping A : E → E deﬁned by A(x) = limn→∞ –nf (nx) has a
property that ‖A(x) – f (x)‖ ≤ ε for all x ∈ E. Furthermore, the mapping A is also unique.
Since then, this kind of stability was known as theHyers-Ulam stability and became a fun-
damental stability theory concept of functional equations. In , T. Aoki [] published a
paper on the stability of the additivemappings in Banach spaces, while in , Th.M. Ras-
sias [] extended the problem to ‖f (x+ y)– f (x)– f (y)‖ ≤ ε(‖x‖p +‖y‖p), x, y ∈ E, for some
ε ≥  and some  ≤ p < . Subsequently, in , P. Gavruta [] generalized the problem
to ‖f (x+ y)– f (x)– f (y)‖ ≤ φ(x, y) with certain conditions imposed on the function φ. This
type of stability is referred to as the generalized stability.
In recent years, a number of researchers [, ] have investigated stability problem of var-
ious types of functional equations which are mostly based on the Cauchy additive func-
tional equation of the form f (x+y) = f (x)+ f (y), the classical quadratic functional equation
f (x + y) + f (x– y) = f (x) + f (y) [], and the functional equations of higher degree [, ].
The stability problem of functional equations can be determined on various domains of
functions. There were related eﬀorts on functions being deﬁned on groupoid. A typical
work was carried out by A. Gilányi [] in , who proved the Hyers-Ulam stability of
monomial functional equation on a power-associative, power-symmetric groupoid. Such
eﬀorts investigate a viable further investigation on generalizing the stability problem.
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In this paper, we will prove the general solution of functional equations of the form
ny f (x) = n!f (y) ()
which is the diagonalization of a symmetric n-additive function.We will refer to () in this
paper as a classical polynomial functional equation of order n. () was called a monomial
functional equation in []. Proof of generalized stability of functional equation based on
() is elucidated as follows. If n is a positive integer, X is a linear space, Y is a Banach space,
and a function f : X → Y satisﬁes
∥∥ny f (x) – n!f (y)∥∥≤ φ(x, y),
where φ : X → [,∞) is a function which satisﬁes certain conditions, then there exists a
unique function An : X → Y satisfying () and




where τ : X → [,∞) is a function related to the function φ.
Basic theorems and lemmas
In this section, we provide some basic theorems and lemmas concerning the diﬀerence
operators as well as multi-additive functions. For further details and proofs, please refer
to the book by S. Czerwik []. Throughout the section, we shall let X and Y be two linear
spaces and let f : X → Y be an arbitrary function.
Deﬁnition  Deﬁne the diﬀerence operator h with the span h ∈ X by
hf (x) = f (x + h) – f (x) for all x ∈ X.






We may also write the iterated operators h · · ·hn shortly as h···hn .
Some properties of the diﬀerence operator are shown in the following lemmas.
Lemma  The diﬀerence operators commute; that is, for all h,h ∈ X,
hh f =hh f .









f (x + kh). ()
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We then recall the deﬁnition of an n-additive function and its diagonalization alongwith
their useful properties.
Deﬁnition  Let n be a positive integer. A function An : X → Y will be called an n-
additive function if it is additive in each of its arguments; i.e., for each ≤ i≤ n and for all
x, . . . ,xn, yi ∈ X,
An(x, . . . ,xi + yi, . . . ,xn) = An(x, . . . ,xi, . . . ,xn) +An(x, . . . , yi, . . . ,xn).
Lemma  Let An : Xn → Y be an n-additive function, where n is a positive integer, and let
r be a rational number. Then, for all x, . . . ,xn ∈ X,
An(x, . . . , rxi, . . . ,xn) = rAn(x, . . . ,xi, . . . ,xn). ()
In particular, when r = , An(x, . . . , , . . . ,xn) = .
Deﬁnition  The diagonalization of an n-additive function An : Xn → Y , where n is a
positive integer, is the function An : X → Y deﬁned by
An(x) = An(x, . . . ,x) for all x ∈ X. ()
Lemma  Let An : X → Y be the diagonalization of an n-additive function, where n is a
positive integer, and let r be a rational number. Then, for all x ∈ X,
An(rx) = rnAn(x).
Deﬁnition  A function f : Xn → Y will be called symmetric if it is invariant under a
permutation of its arguments; that is,
f
(
x′, . . . ,x′n
)
= f (x, . . . ,xn)
for all x, . . . ,xn ∈ X and (x′, . . . ,x′n) denotes any permutation of (x, . . . ,xn).
Lemma Let An : X → Y be the diagonalization of a symmetric n-additive function, where
n is a positive integer. Then, for all x, y ∈ X,







An(x, . . . ,x︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
, y, . . . , y︸ ︷︷ ︸
n–k
).
Later on, we can state the relation between an n-additive function and the diﬀerence
operator of its diagonalization as shown below.
Theorem  Let An : Xn → Y be a symmetric n-additive function, where n is a positive
integer, and let An : X → Y be the diagonalization of An. If m≥ n is an integer, then, for all
x,h, . . . ,hm ∈ X,
h···hmAn(x) =
⎧⎨
⎩n!An(h, . . . ,hn) if m = n, if m > n.
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We thereafter deﬁne a polynomial function of order n and then provide the consequent
result often used.
Deﬁnition  Let n be a nonnegative integer. A function f : X → Y which satisﬁes
n+h f (x) = ,
for all x,h ∈ X, will be called a polynomial function of order n.
Theorem  If f : X → Y is a polynomial function of order n, then, for all x,h, . . . ,hn+ ∈ X,
h,...,hn+ f (x) = .
Generalized polynomial functional equations
In this section, we will show that the general solution of the proposed functional equation
() is the diagonalization of a symmetric n-additive function.
Theorem  Let X and Y be two linear spaces. Let n be a positive integer. A function f :
X → Y satisﬁes the functional equation () if and only if f (x) = An(x) for all x ∈ X where
An : X → Y is the diagonalization of a symmetric n-additive function.
Proof Suppose a function f : X → Y satisﬁes (). Deﬁne a function An : Xn → Y by
An(x, . . . ,xn) =

n!x···xn f () for all x, . . . ,xn ∈ X.
Since the diﬀerence operators commute, it immediately follows that An is symmetric
under any permutation of its arguments. Next, we will show that An is additive in the ﬁrst
argument. From the deﬁnition of An and by the deﬁnition and the commutative property
of the diﬀerence operators, we have
An(x + y,x, . . . ,xn) –An(x,x, . . . ,xn) –An(y,x, . . . ,xn)
= n!
(








f (x + y) – f (x) – f (y) + f ()
)
= n!x···xnxyf ().
Noting that n+h f (x) = nhf (x + h) – nhf (x) = n!f (h) – n!f (h) =  for all x,h ∈ X, and, by
virtue of Theorem , we have x···xnxyf () = , which in turn implies that
An(x + y,x, . . . ,xn) = An(x,x, . . . ,xn) +An(y,x, . . . ,xn)
for all x, y,x, . . . ,xn ∈ X. Thus, An is additive in the ﬁrst argument. Taking into account
the symmetry of An, we conclude that An is n-additive.
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Setting x =  in () gives
ny f () = n!f (y).
If we let An : X → Y be the diagonalization of An, that is, An(x) = n!nx f () for all x ∈ X,
then the above equation simply states that f (x) = An(x) for all x ∈ X.
Conversely, if f (x) = An(x) where An : X → Y is the diagonalization of a symmetric n-
additive function, then Theorem  tells us that
nyAn(x) = n!An(y),
which yields the function equation (). Thus, the proof is complete. 
Theorem  proves that the general solution of the functional equation () is the diago-
nalization of a symmetric n-additive function. Hence, if a function f : X → Y satisﬁes (),
then, with the aid of Lemma , we have
f (rx) = rnf (x) ()
for all rational numbers r and for all x ∈ X.
Generalized stability
In this section, we aim to prove the stability of the functional equation (). Let us start
with some lemmas that will be used in the proof of the main theorem. It should be noted




=  for all
integers m > n≥ .













⎩ if m is odd,(–)m/( nm/) if m is even.
Proof Simply equate the coeﬃcients of xm in both sides of the identity


































f (kx + lx).
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By Lemma , the inner sum over l vanishes for all odd values ofm, and the remaining sums















f (px) =nxf (). 
Lemma  Let φ : X → [,∞) be a function. If a function f : X → Y satisﬁes the inequality
∥∥ny f (x) – n!f (y)∥∥≤ φ(x, y) for all x, y ∈ X,
then










φ(,x) for all x ∈ X.
Proof From Lemma , we obtain, for every x ∈ X,














= n, we will have


























nx f () – n!f (x)
)
.
From the assumption in the lemma, ‖nx f (kx) – n!f (x)‖ ≤ φ(kx,x). Therefore,











We will now move on to the proof of the generalized stability of the functional equa-
tion ().
Theorem  Let X be a linear space and let Y be a Banach space. Let φ : X → [,∞) be a
function and n be a positive integer. Deﬁne a function τ : X → [,∞) by















for all x ∈ X.






in converges and limm→∞
φ(mx, my)
mn =  for all x, y ∈ X. ()
If a function f : X → Y satisﬁes the inequality
∥∥ny f (x) – n!f (y)∥∥≤ φ(x, y) for all x, y ∈ X, ()
then there exists a unique function An : X → Y satisfying the functional equation () and
∥∥f (x) –An(x)∥∥≤ ∞∑
i=
τ (ix)
in for all x ∈ X. ()
In addition, An(x) = limm→∞ f (
mx)
mn for all x ∈ X.
Proof Assume all conditions in the theorem. For every x ∈ X, we have
n!
(












nx f () –n!f (x)
)
.
By the inequality (),
∥∥nxf () – n!f (x)∥∥≤ φ(, x) and ∥∥nx f () – n!f (x)∥∥≤ φ(,x).
By Lemma ,












∥∥f (x) – nf (x)∥∥ ≤ n! (∥∥nxf () – n!f (x)∥∥ + ∥∥nxf () – nnx f ()∥∥
+ n

















Dividing the above inequality by n, we arrive at
∥∥∥∥ f (x)n – f (x)
∥∥∥∥≤ τ (x) for all x ∈ X. ()
We can now follow the standard steps to prove the stability. Let m ≥  be an integer. For
every x ∈ X,














∥∥∥∥ f (i+x)n – f (ix)
∥∥∥∥.
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Using inequality (), we get









in . Next, we will show
that the sequence { f (mx)mn }∞m= is a Cauchy sequence. For any integers k, l > , using inequal-
ity (), we have









From the conditions (), the rightmost term in the above inequality vanisheswhen k → ∞,
which implies that the sequence { f (mx)mn }∞m= is a Cauchy sequence in the Banach space Y .




mn for all x ∈ X.
From the inequality (), if we let m→ ∞, then we obtain the inequality ().
Next, we will show that the function An satisﬁes the functional equation (). Replacing
x and y, respectively, by mx and my in the inequality () and dividing the result by mn,
we obtain∥∥∥∥ mnnmyf (mx) – n! f (
my)
mn
∥∥∥∥≤ φ(mx, my)mn . ()

































An(x + ky) =nyAn(x).
Now taking the limit of () as m → ∞ and using the conditions (), we will see that An
indeed satisﬁes the functional equation ().
We still need to prove the uniqueness of An. Assume that there exists another function
A˜n : X → Y which satisﬁes the functional equation () as well as the inequality (). We
have already shown in Theorem  that a solution of the functional equation () satisﬁes
(), that is, for every rational number r and for every x ∈ X,
An(rx) = rnAn(x) and A˜n(rx) = rnA˜n(x).
Hence, for every positive integer m,
∥∥An(x) – A˜n(x)∥∥ = mn ∥∥An(mx) – A˜n(mx)∥∥
≤ mn
(∥∥An(mx) – f (mx)∥∥ + ∥∥f (mx) – A˜n(mx)∥∥)












Taking the limit asm→ ∞, and using the conditions (), we will haveAn(x) = A˜n(x) which
asserts the uniqueness of An. This completes the proof. 
We will also give a stability theorem with the conditions slightly diﬀerent from those in
Theorem .
Theorem  Let X be a linear space and let Y be a Banach space. Let φ : X → [,∞) be
a function and n be a positive integer. Deﬁne a function τ : X → [,∞) by





























=  for all x, y ∈ X. ()
If a function f : X → Y satisﬁes the inequality
∥∥ny f (x) – n!f (y)∥∥≤ φ(x, y) for all x, y ∈ X, ()
then there exists a unique function An : X → Y satisfying the functional equation () and






for all x ∈ X. ()
In addition, An(x) = limm→∞ mnf (–mx) for all x ∈ X.











for all x ∈ X,
which will ends up at a bound similar to (), that is,







The rest of the proof can be carried out in the same fashion as that of Theorem . 
The following corollary states the Hyers-Ulam stability of the functional equation ().
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Corollary  Let X be a linear space and let Y be a Banach space. Let n be a positive integer
and let ε >  be a constant. If a function f : X → Y satisﬁes the inequality
∥∥ny f (x) – n!f (y)∥∥≤ ε for all x, y ∈ X, ()
then there exists a unique function An : X → Y satisfying the functional equation () and
∥∥f (x) –An(x)∥∥≤ (  · n – (n – )n!
)
ε for all x ∈ X. ()
Proof The function φ(x, y) = ε satisﬁes the conditions in Theorem  and we will get
τ (x) = ·n–nn! ε. Hence, there exists a unique function An : X → Y satisfying the functional
equation () with the bound








Finally, we will give a result related to the problem extended by T. Aoki and Th. M. Ras-
sias in the following corollary.
Corollary  Let X be a linear space and let Y be a Banach space. Let n be a positive integer,
let ε >  be a constant and let p >  be a constant with p 	= n. If a function f : X → Y satisﬁes
the inequality
∥∥ny f (x) – n!f (y)∥∥≤ ε(‖x‖p + ‖y‖p) for all x, y ∈ X, ()
then there exists a unique function An : X → Y satisfying the functional equation () and
∥∥f (x) –An(x)∥∥≤ (p +  · n –  +∑nk=( nk )kp(n – p)n!
)
ε‖x‖p for all x ∈ X. ()
Proof The function φ(x, y) = ε(‖x‖p +‖y‖p) satisﬁes the conditions () in Theorem when
 < p < n and satisﬁes the conditions () in Theorem  when p > n. In either case, we will
have
τ (x) =




Once we evaluate the bound according to Theorem  and Theorem , we will get the
result as desired in the corollary. 
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